Data Sheet

SIP TRUNKING
Future proof your hotel and start saving on calls
Did you know you can use your existing telephone system to make calls over the internet? Not many people do.
SIP trunking is a flexible, lower cost alternative to ISDN lines for inbound and outbound voice calls, and allows
your business to experience the benefits of a hosted solution without removing its legacy telephone equipment.

What is SIP Trunking?

Peace of mind

SIP Trunking is a way of making high quality voice calls over your IP

With QDOS SIP solutions we can provide automatic failover

connection, using Voice over IP (VoIP) to facilitate connection of a

to your other sites, the ideal solution in the event of a disaster

PBX telephone system to an IP telephony platform. Once connected

or unforeseen event such as an power cut to keep your hotel

you can continue to operate your telephone system in the same

running smoothly.

way to make and recieve calls, but in a more flexible and cost
effective way than traditional methods.

Maximise call quality with suitable bandwidth
To enable your business gets the most out of our business

Reduce costs

SIP trunk solution, it is important you are using the right type

SIP Trunking can save on call costs and line rental charges, business

of internet connectivity.

continuity and calling and network features in comparison to
traditional fixed line services.

At QDOS we offer an entire range of business grade broadband
and fibre options alongside dedicated connectivity using Ethernet

Number flexibitlity

technology and will work closely with you to provide you with the

Opening a new establishment and unable to take your existing

best option based on your business requirements.

number with you? With QDOS SIP trunking solutions, this isn’t a
problem, you can use area codes from anywhere in the UK and

To find out more about QDOS and the services we offer

point your non-geographic to your SIP Service. You can even

please contact our team of experts, call +44 (0) 203 3010 007

request your number before your hotel actually opens.

email askQ@qdos.co.uk or visit www.qdos.co.uk

Fraud Prevention
The cost of telecoms in an ever increasing figure, with our
SIP trunking services you can protect your business with multiple
fraud prevention methods at no extra cost.
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